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Switzerland



The Swiss Sight





Divico and Julius Caesar after the 
Battle of Bibracte (58 BC)



The Beginning of Switzerland 
1291

Der





Wilhelm Tell



The Legend



The Old Swiss Confederacy
 (1291-1515)

Liberation: Federal Pact and the Rütli  vs 
Habsburg



German/French/Italian/Rumantsc
h

1797, Switzerland was not a multilingual state. What now seems so 
obvious, the four-language Switzerland, is the consequence of the intervention 
of Napoléon, the equal entitlement of the French and Italian as official language 
next to German. In the beginning of the 1937 the local language Romansch 
was accepted as the fourth national language.



War and revolts 1650 to 1790

- The war of the peasants of the Emmental (subject 
territory of Berne) and Entlebuch (subject territory of 
Lucerne) against these cities in 1653 
- The revolt of Wilchingen against Schaffhausen (1717 - 
1729) 
- The revolt of Werdenberg against Glarus (1719 - 1722) 
- The revolt of major Abraham Davel in Lausanne (Vaud) 
against Berne (1723) 
- The revolt of the peasants of Jura against the prince-
bishop of Basel (1726 - 1739) 
- The revolt of the Leventina (Ticino) against Uri (1755) 
- The revolt of Chenaux (Fribourg) against Fribourg 
(1781)



1798: The ancient political 
system in Switzerland the Swiss 

revolution



Switzerland „made“ by 
Napoleon…

Age of Enlightment and Political Philosophy 
(1798)

Swiss mathematicians John Bernoulli (1667 
1748);
Jean Jacques Rousseau and his "Contrat 
Social„;
School is a must!







The languages in Switzerland



The creation of Switzerland

Hypothesis: Equal rights for all leads to integration in Switzerland…

- Lowest common denominator leads to consensus…

- Identity depends on: age, gender, location, socialization, social class...



New project: Early integration in 
preschool age

Intercultural competence, migration, inter- and 
transcultural communication 
and integration in CH;
Transcultural parents work, parent education
and parental participation;
Language acquisition and language development of adult
Migrants;
Der Erst- und Zweitspracher werbsverlauf bei Kindern mit
Migrationshintergrund im Vorschulalter;
German for parents and child;
Conflict Management



The other Switzerland



Asylum seekers get out!





Still long way to go…
Textmasterformate durch Klicken bearbeiten

Zweite Ebene
● Dritte Ebene

● Vierte Ebene
● Fünfte Ebene
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